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Those of-you who are invilved in Adult Basic Education programs are

/

no doybt aware of the volu e of paperwork_these proigrams can generate.

In Pennsylvania% for insta ce he Division of Adult and Community

3Education within the Department of Education annually comm N sions a

management information project to collect data for the.ABE programs

throughout Che state. Teachers, counselors, and supervisors of these

.programs dutifully and patiently comiflete date rorms and mail them at

appropriate times.. The data is carefully tabulated, and a few months

after the close AI the fiscal year, the state and field staffs receive a

report suiemarizing such information as the number of ABE participants,

their demographics characteristicl, their instructional levels and

progress within the program, and so forth. While all this information

is important both for federal ovmpliance requirements and, for program

planning at state and local levels, these data are merely head counts,

and as such, tell only part of the story. Unanswered questions remain:

What are the characteristics of the target group members? To what

degree is the target population being Served? VOW well are we reaching

priority groups within it?

Recognizing the neeefOr Ch information, the Office of Adult and

Community Education requested Planning Studies in Continuing Education,

The Pennsylvania State University, to undertake a study to aetermine the

exten4.,to which the target populatton was being reached by ABE programs.

This paper summarizes the results of that study, and, in addition,

indludes some comparisons of the target and hon-target populations which

were unexpectedly discovered during the progress of the analysis..

Implications of the data for resource allocation and recruitment of ABE

participants are also divussed.
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Data Sources

To estimate the size 'of the target population 'and describe its

demographic characteristics, census data frOm the 1976 Survey ofjncome .

and Education (SIE) were used. These estimates represent the most

recent information available and are more likely to reflect the

characteristics of the target population in the 1980s than frequently

quoted 1970 census.figures.

The, Bureau of the Census, in cooperation with HEW, carried out the

1976 survey in order to obtain reliable estipates of the number of-
_

children in poverty oh a state-by-state basis. Unlike the decennial

Censtis, the 1976 Survey utilized a sample of the population instead of

allhouseholds. It contained questions relating to curvent employment,

past work experience, income, educational background, school enrollment,

disability., and housing. Estimates were judged to be within 10 percent

of their , true values. This means that while seatewide.estimates of

population characteristics were fairly reliable, estimates 'for

4eographi area's or smaller groups within the state were much less so.

ABE student data were taken from the Adminiitrative Survey of

Fiscal Year 1978-79 Adult Basic Education Programs in the,Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania, which analyzed information forms submitted for every

ABE.'enrollee in state-funded progtams. This annual report has twv,

purposes: to ,ailow the state to fulfill federal compliance
.

N

,
.

requirements, and to provide,information to assist ABF program planners.

I.



Aeolians

iOlk target populatiop. Following federa uid4lines, the ABE

target Ropulation was deiined as persons ages si,qeen and over, not in

school, and htiving less than a high school education. Also, persons who

were sixteen and older, did not speak English, and were nob enrolled in

. Page 3

school were included in Elle target population.

4

We found that estimating the size of t.he target population for

Pennsylvania was at best problematic: First,,the number could be off by

as much 4,5 10 percent due to sampling error. Secondly, it was

impossible to document the method used to estimate the target population

(for the 1970 Censual It is.likely
t

at 1970 Census questiona are not

identical to 1976 Cenaus questions., These. factors could account for

some of the disarepancy which was observed between 1970 and 1976 in the

size of the targetrpopulation. When the 1980 Census is completed, more

dependable statistics will be available.

-N,

population was 2.7 million persons. Thi is.down from 3.5 million -

Notwithptanding these difficulties, the SIE estimate6f the target

persons reported in the National Advisory Council on Adult Education's

report, A Ta?ket Population in Adult Ed atiôn (1974). In 197

i'ltarget population was estidated at 42.5 percent of t e oversixteen
,

.

the

population; in 1976 it was esti

. .

Pennaylvania,-s comparison of the target populatl.on and the nontarget

at 31 percent.

In order to gain sotke perspective on the ABE -target population in

population was made. The variables presented in Table 1 are thos6 for



Table 1
\\\

Comparison of the ABE Target Population and
the Non-Target Population for Pennsylvania

Pawl 4.

,graphic Group

Tebtal Adult Population

Sex
Male
Female

Age

.16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Race

Hispanic
Black

American Indian
Asian
S.E. Asian Refugees
White/Others
Not indicated

Mariral Status
Single
Married
Sep./Divorced
WidOwed

Employed
Yes
No
Not indicated

Non-Target
Population

Target
Population

Percent of Totli.1

Demographic Croup who
are in

Torget. Population
Number Percent NumBer

11.
Percent

5,966,437

2,805,057
3,155,380

100

47

53

2,720,949

1,257,037
1,463,912

106

46

54

31

31

32

1,737,551 29 173,339 6 9

1,335,859 22 213,759 8 14

902,274 15 290,594 11 24

927,809 16 501,584 18 35

645,607 11 611,738 23 47

411,652 7 930,026 -34 69

24,365 .4 40,306 1 62

6 302,243 11 45-

8,3)'8 . 1 3,074 . 1 27

14,078 .2 2,709 . 1 16

--

5,542,974 93 2.372,668 88 30

1,857,877 31 296,210 11 14

3,522,209 59 1,691,034 62 32

, 317,485 5 222,763 8 41

262,944 4 510,940 19 66

3,532,783 59 991,942 3§ 22

2,420,694 41 1,728,981 64 42

'6,990 -

SOurce: 1976, Survey Aif Income and Education, U.S. Bureau of the Censtis, December, 1977.

Note: Census figures under 15,000 are likely to be bnreliable because they represent
fewer than seventeen persons in the sgmAle.

g
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which we had complaxable inforMation on ABE students.. In addition, the

IE included many othOr characteristics, and although they are dot shown .

-

in`.4his table, wdWwill discuss some of them later.

While some stmilarities exist, generally the mrget population was

more likely to.be older, married or widowed, and unemployed then the'

,non-target population.

7.

The percentages of males and females were approximately equal in

both groups. In terms of age, the target population showed 57 percent

over fifty-five years of age, whereas the non-target population was much

younger. As persons' ages increased, they were. mbre likely to be

represented in the target group. For example,''69 percent Of adults

sixty-five years old or over were in the-target population, compared to

onry 9 pement of the sixteen to twenty-four year olds..

Minority ,representation in both ropulations was similar, with the

White/Other category comprising the clear majority of each group.

0Blacks form a higher proportion of the target.group than the non-target

group. It must be emphasized again, however, that estimates of the

smaller minority groups are less reliable because of both sample size

and the usual problems in obtaining accurate information for minorities.

-

Looking at each racial/ethnic group individually, we-see that a large

percentage of the total adult.Hispanic and Black populations were target
.1.

group members, although their overall proportions of th.e target group

'were not high.

1
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There were differences id.marital status between the non-target and

.410
target popuiations. A greater proportion of the terget group was

married or widowed. Thie difference is probably a function of (ke, as

persons fifty-five and older, who constitute a majori0 of the target

population, are most likely to'be either married or Vowed.

Unemployed persons were 64 percent of the target group, compared to e
A

41 percent of the non-target population. Age again may Account for a

pcstion of this,difference, since persons sixty-five and older form one-
.

third of the target group, and 'these persons are5not likely to be in the

work force.

In addition to the characteristicrshown in Table 1, there were a

numbee'of other variables that revealed importitnt differences betwben

r,

the non-target and target populations. They, -ire summarized in Table 2.

In'response to a Census question about their major activity, tore non-

target persons than target persons repdrted being employed,, while a much

larger portion of the target population yndicaotod they were either

retired or engaged.in housekeeping.

The Census interview also contained at; 4 asked those
sow.

persons who had nct been employed the previouiLt., irto explain tfieir

A
reasons for 'not working. Result* showed that most these persons in

A

both the non-target and target .groups were not looking for work.

4 4

,Aowever, when the responses are combined, a much larger share of the

target poOulation gave such reasons as hdusekeeping, ill'or disabled, or
4

retire'd (93 percefit). Only 70 percent of the non1:2Earget groUp indicated

,
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Table 2

Selected Comparisons of Non-Target and Target Persons

Af

4,Characteristic

Non:-Target Population Target Population

Percent-

Major Activity
Employed

Students

Retired/Other

Housekeeping

ReasonsA for nekt Working
[vast Year

Housekeeping

Ill, DisabIed

Retired

Student.,

Couldn't find job,
aN.

Education/Experience
No working experience

Attended 4th grade or lower

Attended 8th.grade or lower

Income
Received income from pension',
Social Security

4 Annual income of less than

$6,000

A 4:

55

12

8

22

50

8

12

22

6

29

NA

NA

8

10

Percent

36

22

35

41

24

28

4

54

4

16

17

29

it
gource: 076 Survey of Income and zilication, U.S. Bureau of Census, December, 1977.

Note; Census figures under 15,000 are likely to be unreliable because t ev represent
fewer than seventeen p4rsons in the sample.

4
jL
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these reasons.
4
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, In terms of education and experience, the target group was much

)
more likelY to say that tf had 30 working experience, which meanS they

had tot held any single job longer than two weeks. Four percent of the

target population had completed fourth grade or less, demonstrating that

the least-educated group is a very small, part of the target population.

1
It is not surpris g that a larger percentage of target persons

than nontarget pers s received income from peasions and social
,

security. Likewise, a much higher percentage of the target populatioh

than the nontarget group had an annual income of less than $6,000v '

All of these dati give us a tlearer picture of the group of persons

ABE programs are attempting to reach. By and large, the tost

significant characteriltic of the target population was its age, and

this variable often atcounted for other characteristics. Due to the

concentration of older persons, the target population was more likely to

ill disabled, or retired. This population had a lower average

income and a weak employment history. At the risk of oVIRrgeneralizing,

these data suggest that a large portion of the target population are not

seeking jobs, and ABg or GED programo geared toward improving

employability may not'be relevant t9 them. -

Least edutated ta-rget group members. Recent' federal regulatians,

whicg- in turn are incorporated in Pennsylvania's state plan for adult

education, have called for greater outreach of ABE prograins to the least
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educated portion of the target population. In Pennsylvania, the least

educated group is often defined 'as those members of the target

population who have completed grades one through four. Using this

deftnition, we decided to analyze this. group -separately from the

remainder of the target population because we wanted io learn more about

its.composition in light of its priority status. itccording to the 1976

Survey, this l 114iVcated group encompassed ablout 123,000 people, or

4.5 percent of Pennsylvania's target population. Because it is a small

group, it is important to remember; that census estimates on some

variables are less reliable. The most significant characteristic of the

group was its age: 75 percent were over sixty-four years old, compared,

to about a third of the rest of the target population. Consistent with

this finding is the'fact that only a small portion of the least educated

group were employed. When asked why they Odn't work the previous year,

32 percent of the least educated group responded that.they weve ill or

disabled, while another 29 percent were retired. The yast majority (85

- --
percent) received Social SecuritS, or ra).lroad retirement benefits.

Generally, the least educaeed group bad a Lower income level than the

remainder of the target population. Folty-four percent earned less than

$6,000 annually, compared to 29 percent of the target population as a

whole.

Two demographic variables revealed little differerce between the

least educated group and the target remainder. Both. groups had

identical proportions of males and females. When the groups were

divided according to race/ethnicity, we saw similar representation of

4

minorities, will) a somewhat higher percentage of Blacks in thd least
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educated group than in the target remainder.

The results of this analysis raise serious questions about the

advisability of concentrating resources on this group as the regulations

suggest. First of all, the least educated group is relatively small,

4

and due to its age and/or physical condition, it is unlikely that many

would or could ever participate. Additionally, it is important to

consider the potential benefit to society of serving this group. While

ABE attendance would undoubtedly enrich the lives of these participants,

it would probably not lead jto any increase in the employment 'rate or

decrease in the number on public assistance. Likewise the cost per

student of serving the least educated would be relatively high .in

comparison to that for other ABE. clients.

We are not suggesting that this group be ignored. One way of

encouraging their participation might be through working more actively

with senior citizens groups or Area Agencies on Aging. However, we are

questioning whether the least educated,group should be emphasized to the".

neglect of other educationally disadvantaged.adults.

Target Population and ABE Student&

Having compared the target and non-target populations, we now want

to move .on to a discussion of Pennsylvania's ABE students.,

Specifically, we were interested in two things: comparing the

characteristics of the target and ABE student groups, and determining

how well. Pennsylvania ABE programs are doing in reaching the various

subgroups within the.target population.

1
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Because the SIE surveyed households and not institutions, we aid

not include any institutionalized ABE students in this analysis.

AhroximItely one fourth oi ABE udents. in 1978-79 were in

institutional programs, and they will be described later.

Vs.

4

Table 3 summarizds the compatison of the,ABE target population and

ABE students enrolled in comm7dnity.programs in 1978-79. 'As you can see,

ABE programa served approximately 1.2 percent of the target population.

Some categories within the target iroup were served better than others,

although no more than 9 percent of any one group was served. Asians

appeared.to be an exception, with 22.2 percent attending ABE classes.

However, because .the number of Asians is so small, it is likely that

estimates for this group are not dependable.
41:

Statewide, ARE programs reached females better than males, with 1

percept of the male target population and 1.3 percent of the females

enrolled in classes. Sixty percent of last year's ABE students were

When the ABE population was divided into age categories, more

differences in the rate of service appeared. .As ages rose, the

percentage served decreased dramatically. The sixteen to twenty-four

age group, which represented only 6 percent of those eligible for ABE,

formed 48 percent of the ABE enrollees. While 34 percent of the target
4.

population was sixty-five or older, only 6 percent of those enrolled in

ABE programs were in this group. The percentage of the target

population served, then, dropped from 8.8 .percent of the sixteen to



Table 3

Comparison of the ABE Target Population and
Students Enrolled in Community ABE Programs

in FY 1978-79

Page 12

Demographic Group
,

-

Target Population ABE Students

, ,

Percent of.Target

Population Served

.

Number Percent Number . Percent

Sex ,

Male 1,257,037 46 12,431 39 1.0

Female . 1,463,912 1 54 18,844 60 1.3

Not indicated --)or -- 323 1 --

Age

173,339 6 15,186 48 8.816-24
213,759 8 7,557 24 3.5,25-34

35-44 290,544 11 3,815 12 1.3

45-54
55-64

501,584
611,738

, 18

23

1,824
906

6

3

.4

.1

930,026 34 1,870 6 .2

indicated --- -- 440 1 --

Race

Hispanic 40,306 1 2,091 7 5.2

Black 302,243 11 8,881 28 2.9

American Indian 3,074 .1 58 .2 1.9

Asian 2,709 .1 601 2 22.2

S.E. Asian Refugees --- . -- 988 . 3 --

White/Other 2,372,668 88 17,633 56 .7 .

Not indicated . --- -- 1,346 4 --

.
t

Marithl Status
Single , .296,210 11 15,370 48 5.2

Married . 1,691,034 62 10,017 32 :6

Sep./Divorce4 222,763 8 3,759 12 1.7

Widowed w,.
51.0,940 19 1,130 4 .2

Not irldicated --- -- 1,322 4 --
I

t ..-

Employed
Yes . 991,942 36 10,626 34 1.1

No 1,728,981 64 19,299 61 1.1

Not indicated ___ -- ;,673 5 --

,

Total Number
of Students 2,720,923 -- 31,597 -- 1.2

, .

Source: 1976'Survey of Income and Education, U.S. Bureau of the Census, December, 1977,
and Sebring, etal. Administrative Survey of'Fiscal Year 1978-79, Adult Basic
Education Programs in the Commptwealth of Pennsylvania (University Park: the

Pedhoylvania State University, 1979).

Note: CensusVigures under 15,000 are likely ialbe unreliable because they represent fewer
than. 'seventeen, persons in the sample.
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I

twenty-four year olds to .2 percent of the sixty-fie and over group.

ABE programa definktely seemed to attract a young group of enrollees.
-J1

. ,

The minority breakdown also indicate4 some differences in the

service rate to each group. DisregardOng Asigns, Hispanics were thA
4

,minority group best served, at 5.2 percent. Blacka 'were also well

repcesented among ABE, enrollees. Their P'IATtion of the total grolip

k

increased from 11 percent of the target population to 28 percent ofIthe

ABE population. The-White/Other category was 4erved least well, as its

percentage dropped from 88 percent of the target group to 56 percent of

those enrolled.

In terms of marital status,-it appeared that single persons were

over-represented among ABE enrollees. Forty-eight percent of ABE

enrollees were 'single, as compared to 11 percent of the target

population. There is undoubtedly a "correlation between age and matital

status, because sixteen to tmenty-four year olds were also over-

represented in the ABE population, and many people in this group are

likely to be single. Married and widowed persons were not served nearly

as well, and this is probably related to the fact that these groups tend

to be older and therefore less likely to participate.

The only breakdown that was similar in both the target and non-

target/populations was the representation of employed and unemployed

persons.
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Ietitutionalized ABE Sittudints

Over 9,000 ABE students Attended programs in instiNtions. a

)/44theTefore were not included i _the preceding discussion and analysls.
,

.
ltiInstituona

.
prorams were located in county prisons, state

correctional institutions, mental hospitals, and institutions for the

handicapped.
.

While tudents in institutions were similar in some ways to ABE

participants in comInity programs, there were some striking

differwnces. The most salient characteristic was the fact that 78

percent of all institutionalized students were males. This findini is
14C

to be expected, since men form the clear majority in most institutions.

ol,Pre ctably, the largest proportion of institutionalized students
, .

were single, a4d 88 perceAt were unemployed. Age and racial breakdowns
?

revealed patterns similar ttl those found in the community programs.

Due to the 1aclk of current Census information from Pennsylvania
4

institutions, it is impossible to assess the percentage of the target

population served in institutions. Indiations from a 1970 Census

report on institutiOns are that the target population

sizeable--probably around' 70 percent of the residents and inmates.

Results from' the 1980 Census should provide MI accurate measure of the

institutional target pOpulation.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Let's return now to our original question: How are we doing in our

efforts tO reach the target population? In Pennsylvania last year 1.2

N.J



percent of the population in communities was served by state-

funded 'ABE programs, For minorities and liomen, the percentage Was

somewhat higher, which is evidence that attempts to reach two'of the
\

recently defined priority, groups are meeting with some sucdess. In

addition, another priority group, plstitutionalized adults, wee also

served at a respectable level--they were one fourth
)

of all ABE students.

ABE programs enrolled 5,750 participants at the one-to-iour

instructional leVel, and this represents r ghly 4.7 percent of the

least educated group wilhin the target population. 'This is further

evidence of succe4s tn serving a priority group identified ipt the

regulations.

Clearly, the , vast majority of the target population is not being

reached by ABE. /Given the age characteristics of the target population, .

hoWever, it ma be unrealistic totexpect that a large portion can be

served. Besid s demographic factors, there are attitudinal factors that

we have not ven considered. It is likely that' a large share of the

targe/ v popu tion is not interested, does not want, or does not need ABE

cles'es. is exactly What was found by an Ohio study that

int rview persone eligible,for ABE (BOgge, 1979). Of those persons,

knew/of ABE, only a small percent said they would enroll in classes. ,

0 der p rsons often indicated that they felt they were too old. These

ionsid rations raise doubts about the utility of the legal definitlon of

'the t rget population.

The legal deinit ion could be.unrealistic for another reason as

tit '
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'well, for it does not include adutts who n;ay be high school graduates

but are still functionally illiterate. Conversely, non-graduates have

later functioned very successfully in soeiety. It may be worthwhile,

then, to consider some other definition..

A recent study in Pennsylvania completed by Northcutt (1979) used

AFL criteria to define the target population. He estimated that

approximately 30 perceht of the adult population Illisctioned at the APL

level and were most in need of ABE programs, a finding comparable to our

study. While tbe APL definition takes into account the fAinctional-

-

levels of adults, it still does not address the problem of willingness

to participate.

vt,
The National Advi ory.Council (1978) has proposed that; instead of

the legally define rget population, the states shoul0 try to assess
0

the demand population, defined *as "those adults 16 years of age and

older experiencing personal and societal disadvantage due to inadequate

basic education who actually want, demand and are capable of using adult

education." If this definition were used it is likely that Pennsylvania

IE programs would achieve service to a higher percentage of the demand

ulation than to the target population.p

The .use, of the demand population definition is not without

problems, however, because it would have to be adopted on a nationwide

basis, with standardized meitsurement methodology. In addition, there is

the possibility of excluding adults who indicate no interest in ABE

simply because they are not aware of its potential benefits.
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Nevertheless, while it 'may not prove feksible to actually use this

definition, it is certainly important for program elanners to recognize

that it is doubtful that a very high proportion of rhe legallyklefined

target population would ever parttpate.,

We were specifically asked to make recommendations based on this

,research. What follown is a discussion of recruitment that comes from

both our research and that of other persons.

Because Of time limitations; we aren't able to discuss many aspects

of attracting and re4aining students in this paper. For those wishing

more detailed information, there are several handbooks listed in the

bibl.iography that describe specific recruiting techniques. Several more

general items that are important to any recratment and retention effort

,deserve mention, however, and we do, want to spend some time discussing

these.

Data from the 1978-79 Administrative Survey in, Pennsylvania

indicated that only 10 percent of the students heard.of ABE rhrough the

media, whereas a majority were informed of ABE through some type of

personal contact. This implies two things: media usage should be more

carefully, designed in order to effettively relate to the target

population, and.ABE program planners need to make every effort possible

to work closely with agencies, organizations, and individuals who could

provide these peusonal contacts. The use of paid or volunteer

recruiters should be considered. A good ABE program can generate

contagious enthusiasm 'among current and former ABE students, and turn

them into recruiters.
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The importance of.working with community agencies and groups cannot

be overemphasized. In addition making referrals, they might also

offer such support services as child care, transportation, job,

- /
placement, and counseling which may enable more adults to participate.

Cosponsoring ABE.c_lasses with community organizations can utilize these

groups in yet another way.

Tailoring recruitment and program efforts to particular target

groups or to regional characteristics will involve selectingfrom a

variety of innovative recruiting techniques and -delivery systems.

Research results in these areas have not been - systematically

disseminated. Knolwledge of systems that are especially effective with

particu& groups'or regions could aid program planners immensely.

Classes combined with senioç tihzens' programs may appeal tb older .

adults, for instancl while for rural adults, the use of mobile learning 01

labs and homeboUnd instruction has proved effectivoe. The tariet

populatioR contains q.% large group of homemakers, and they may be

NO
attracted by Arricula related to the home arts or consumerism.

t

Based o6 information received from 1978-79 ABE students in
i

Pennsylvania, the majority enrolled for such concrete reasons as

ot;tain g a ploma 'or improving job prospects. The ability to

tdemons rate su cess in these areas especially to those persons

interested

efforts.

in° 0 taining employment, should be helpful in, recruitment'

t

V
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Two additional factors may improve retention rates. First, program

content must be perceived by participants as being both interesting and

useful. Competency

accomplish this.

curricti+a may be one prOmising 'way to

Secondly, improved communication among ,students and staff is

crucial. Can the student talk about his or her eduCational goals,

needs, and.previous difficulti the student involved in planning a

learning program? Is the student receiving enough feedback to be able

to determine how he or she is doing within the class? Does the feedback

process work two ways in order for the staff ta valte their teaching

methods? If the' student is having personal problems, is the staff

cognizant of them and able to provide support in dealing with them? ayw

much consistent follow up is done once a new student enters a class?

Knowing what others have found valuable is one component

planning a ves,/uitment and retention process. Equally important is

evaluating any local approaches /tried. Continued refinements and

improvements will result from such evaluation.

.

On the threshold df the 1980s, when the target population appears
j

to be on tthe decline, the Pennsylvania AM_ programs demopstrated success'

in reaching 'sortie priority grchipe and less success in reaching others.

)

It may be difficult to extend service .to some of these priotrity groups,

especially older residents, because they may not repreSent demand

population.
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Considering the fact that states haVe limited resources, difficult
\

choices are in the offing. On the one hand, they could makm an effot:t

to serve priority groups that have been
t

difficult to attract in-thli

O
411,

past, even though there may be only dim prospects of success and

resourams Would be diverted from easier to.reach groups. Or, they can

continue to serve tbe priority groups, such as minoritfes, women, and

the unemployed, for whom the prospects of Success may be greater,

which case some priority groups would continue to be underserved.
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